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Governor Penguin
Harry Turtledove hailed Island in the Sea of Time
as “one of the best time travel/alternative history
stories I’ve ever read,” and Jane Lindskold called
Against the Tide of Years “another exciting and
explosive tale.” Now the adventures of the
Nantucket islanders lost in the time of the Bronze
Age continues with On the Oceans of Eternity. Ten
years ago, the twentieth century and the Bronze
Age were tossed together by a mysterious Event.
In the decade since, the Republic of Nantucket has
worked hard to create a new future for itself, using

the technological know-how retained from modern
times to explore and improve conditions for the
inhabitants of the past. Some of these peoples have
become allies. Some have turned instead to the
renegade Coast Guard officer William Walker. And
for ten years, the two sides have tested each other,
feinting and parrying, to decide who will be the
ones to lead this brave new world into the future.
Now the official battle lines have been drawn. And
only one side can emerge the victor…
A Taint in the Blood Baen
Publishing Enterprises
“Part historical novel, part
futuristic adventure . . .
chock full of curious lore
and considerable
suspense.”—Entertainment
Weekly It is history's most
feared disease. It turned
neighbor against neighbor,

the civilized into the savage,
and the living into the dead.
Now, in a spellbinding novel
of adventure and science,
romance and terror, two eras
are joined by a single trace
of microscopic bacterium—the
invisible seeds of a new
bubonic plague. In the year
1348, a disgraced Spanish
physician crosses a landscape
of horrors to Avignon,
France. There, he will be
sent on an impossible mission
to England, to save the royal
family from the Black Death.
. . . Nearly seven hundred
years later, a woman
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scientist digs up a clod of
earth in London. In a world
where medicine is tightly
controlled, she will unearth
a terror lying dormant for
centuries. From the primitive
cures of the Middle Ages to
the biological police state
of our near future, The
Plague Tales is a thrilling
race against time and mass
destruction. For in 2005,
humankind's last hope for
survival can come only from
one place: out of a dark and
tortured past. Praise for The
Plague Tales “Benson reveals
a formidable talent as she
blends historical fiction
with a near-future bio-
thriller.”—Publishers Weekly
(starred review) “Harrowing .
. . Will give readers both
nightmares and thrills . . .
A carefully woven page-turner
from which . . . Robin Cook
and Michael Crichton could
learn.”—Library Journal “A

hard-to-put-down thriller
steeped in historical fiction
and bio-tech sci-
fi.”—Middlesex News (Mass.)
Clockwork Angels Simon and Schuster
The epic climax to B. Catling's beloved Vorrh
Trilogy. A Vintage Books Original. In the
stunning conclusion to this endlessly
imaginative saga, the young Afrikaner
socialite Cyrena Lohr is mourning the death of
her lover, the cyclops Ishmael, when she
rekindles a relationship with famed naturalist
Eugène Marais. Before departing down his
own dark path, Marais presents her with a gift:
an object of great power that grants her
visions of a new world. Meanwhile, the threat
of Germany’s Blitz looms over London, and
only Nicholas the Erstwhile senses the danger
to come. Will he be able to save the man who
saved him? And as Nazi forces descend upon
Africa, will the Vorrh finally succeed in
enacting its revenge against those who have
invaded and defiled it? The Cloven is a book
of battles and betrayals, in which Catling's
incredible creations all fulfill their destinies
and lead us to an epic conflagration with the
fate of mankind hanging in the balance.
The Sky People Penguin
Gwendolen Ingolfsson, hurled into a parallel
Earth filled with billions of unaltered, antique
humans when the molehole experiment she

was working on malfunctioned, is very clear
where her duty lies. As a member of the
Draka, genetically engineered to dominate
crude, unmodified humans, her task is to
build a molehole device in this universe and
establish a bridgehead for the Race to come
through. It had been some time since the
Draka last had such an opportunity for
conquest...As for Detective-Lieutenant Henry
Carmaggio, he'd seen plenty of blood, both in
Cambodia and in twenty years of police work.
But he'd never seen anything like this.
Something was loose in his city, something
inhuman that walked among us, killing with
the easy precision of a leopard in a flock of
sheep. And unless he could track it down it
would kill and kill again - until the whole
world was its hunting ground. At the
publisher's request, this title is sold without
DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Dies the Fire Conquistador
For more than fifty years, the
Terran Republic and the Terran
League have been killing one
another. The death toll has climbed
ever higher, year after year, with
no end in sight. But the members of
the Five Hundred, the social elite of
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the Republic’s Heart Worlds, don’t
care. Rear Admiral Terrence
Murphy is a Heart Worlder. His
family is part of the Five Hundred.
His wife is the daughter of one of
the Five Hundred’s wealthiest,
most powerful industrialists. His
sons and his daughter can easily
avoid military service, and political
power is his for the taking. There is
no end to how high he can rise in
the Republic’s power structure. All
he has to do is successfully
complete a risk-free military
“governorship” in the backwater
Fringe System of New Dublin
without rocking the boat. But the
people sending him to New Dublin
have miscalculated, because
Terrence Murphy is a man who
believes in honor. Who believes in
duty—in common decency and
responsibility. Who believes there
are dark and dangerous secrets
behind the fa�ade of what
“everyone knows.” Terrence
Murphy intends to meet those
responsibilities, to unearth those

secrets, and he doesn’t much care
what the Five Hundred want. He
intends to put a stop to the killing.
Terrence Murphy is coming for
whoever has orchestrated fifty-six
years of bloodshed and slaughter,
and Hell itself is coming with him.
At the publisher's request, this title
is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management). About The Gordian
Protocol: “Tom Clancy-esque
exposition of technical details . . .
absurd humor and bloody action.
Echoes of Robert Heinlein . . . lots
of exploding temporal spaceships
and bodies . . . action-packed . . .”
—Booklist “[A] fun and thrilling
standalone from Weber and Holo. . .
. Time travel enthusiasts will enjoy
the moral dilemmas, nonstop action,
and crisp writing.”—Publishers
Weekly
Marching Through Georgia
HarperCollins
Created in collaboration with the
legendary rock band, Rush, best-
selling author Kevin J. Anderson
offers a novelization of group's new

album.
Wildside Del Rey
Lord Kalvan of Otherwhen recounts the
adventures of Corporal Calvin Morrison
of the Pennsylvania State Police who is
accidentally transported to a more
backward parallel universe. Morrison
ends up in a significantly different
version of Pennsylvania. Initially
confused by the old-growth forest and
lack of settlements, Morrison meets some
friendly peasants who speak an unknown
language. In the middle of a meal, they
are attacked by a large raiding party
armed with flintlock pistols, which he
helps fight off with his police-issue gun.
Reinforcements arrive, but in the
confusion, he is shot by the beautiful
young woman leading them. Morrison
finds himself the guest of Prince
Ptosphes of Hostigos, whose blonde, blue-
eyed daughter Rylla was the one who
shot him by mistake, and Prince's people
begin to call him Lord Kalvan.

Theater of Spies Ace
Discloses the Israeli plan to
assassinate the known terrorist
leaders responsible for the Munich
massacre of Israeli athletes and
chronicles the story of the hit-squad's
leader, a Mossad assassin morally
destroyed by his mission. Reprint.
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175,000 first printing. (Tie-in to the
Universal Pictures, DreamWorks film,
written by Tony Kushner, directed by
Steven Spielberg, releasing Winter
2005, starring Eric Bana, Daniel Craig,
& Geoffrey Rush) (History - General)
Alpha and Omega Baen Books
From S. M. Stirling, the “master of
speculative fiction” (Library Journal)
and the author of the New York Times
bestselling Novels of the Change,
comes a new vision, as a man battles
the dark forces of the world—including
those in his own blood… Aeons ago,
Homo nocturnus ruled the Earth.
Possessing extraordinary powers,
they were the source of all manner of
myths and legends. Though their
numbers have been greatly reduced,
they exist still—though not as
purebreds. Adrian Br�z� is one such
being. Wealthy and reclusive, he is
more Shadowspawn than human. He
rebelled against his own kind,
choosing to live as an ordinary man,
fighting against his darker nature. But
Adrian’s sister is determined to bring
back the reign of the Shadowspawn,
and now she has struck him at his
weakest point by kidnapping his

human lover, Ellen. To save Ellen—and
perhaps all of humanity—Adrian must
rejoin a battle he swore he would
never fight again.
The Man Who Turned Into Himself
Macmillan
Marc Vitrac was born in Louisiana in
the early 1960's, about the time the
first interplanetary probes delivered
the news that Mars and Venus were
teeming with life—even human life. At
that point, the "Space Race" became
the central preoccupation of the great
powers of the world. Now, in 1988,
Marc has been assigned to
Jamestown, the US-Commonwealth
base on Venus, near the great
Venusian city of Kartahown. Set in a
countryside swarming with
sabertooths and dinosaurs, Jamestown
is home to a small band of American
and allied scientist-adventurers. But
there are flies in this ointment – and
not only the Venusian dragonflies,
with their yard-wide wings. The
biologists studying Venus's life are
puzzled by the way it not only
resembles that on Earth, but is
virtually identical to it. The EastBloc
has its own base at Cosmograd, in the

highlands to the south, and relations
are frosty. And attractive young
geologist Cynthia Whitlock seems
impervious to Marc's Cajun charm.
Meanwhile, at the western end of the
continent, Teesa of the Cloud
Mountain People leads her tribe in a
conflict with the Neanderthal-like
beastmen who have seized her folk's
sacred caves. Then an EastBloc
shuttle crashes nearby, and the
beastmen acquire new knowledge...
and AK47's. Jamestown sends its long-
range blimp to rescue the downed
EastBloc cosmonauts, little suspecting
that the answer to the jungle planet's
mysteries may lie there, among tribal
conflicts and traces of a power that
made Earth's vaunted science seem as
primitive as the tribesfolk's blowguns.
As if that weren't enough, there's an
enemy agent on board the airship...
Extravagant and effervescent, The
Sky People is alternate-history SF
adventure at its best. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Kris Longknife Tor Books
The second novel in an alternate history
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series where Teddy Roosevelt is
president once more right before WWI
breaks out, and on his side is the Black
Chamber, a secret spy network watching
America's back. After foiling a German
plot to devastate America's coastal cities
from Boston to Galveston, crack Black
Chamber agent Luz O'Malley and budding
technical genius Ciara Whelan go to
California to recuperate. But their well-
deserved rest is cut short by the
discovery of a diabolical new weapon that
could give the German Imperial Navy
command of the North Sea. Luz and Ciara
must go deep undercover and travel
across a world at war, and live under false
identities in Berlin itself to ferret out the
project's secrets. Close on their trail is
the dangerous German agent codenamed
Imperial Sword, who is determined to get
his revenge, and a band of assault-rifle
equipped stormtroopers, led by the
murderously efficient killer Ernst R�hm.
From knife-and-pistol duels on airships to
the horrors of the poison-gas factories to
harrowing marine battles in the North
Sea, the fight continues--with a world as
the prize.

A Meeting at Corvallis Penguin
After being transported to a strange
alternate Earth, Matt Reddy and the
crew of the USS Walker have learned

desperate times call for desperate
measures, in the return to the New
York Times bestselling Destroyermen
series. Time is running out for the
Grand Human and Lemurian Alliance.
The longer they take to prepare for
their confrontations with the reptilian
Grik, the Holy Dominion, and the
League of Tripoli, the stronger their
enemies become. Ready or not, they
have to move--or the price in blood
will break them. Matt Reddy and his
battered old destroyer USS Walker
lead the greatest army the humans and
their Lemurian allies have ever
assembled up the Zambezi toward the
ancient Grik capital city. Standing
against them is the largest, most
dangerous force of Grik yet gathered.
On the far side of the world, General
Shinya and his Army of the Sisters are
finally prepared for their long-
expected assault on the mysterious El
Paso del Fuego. Not only is the
dreaded Dominion ready and waiting
for them; they've formed closer, more
sinister ties with the fascist League of
Tripoli. Everything is on the line in
both complex, grueling campaigns, and
the Grand Alliance is stretched to its

breaking point. Victory is the only
option, whatever the cost, because
there can be no second chances.
In the Presence of Mine Enemies Baen
Publishing Enterprises
More information to be announced
soon on this forthcoming title from
Penguin USA
The Cloven Penguin
When a distant signal seems to indicate
the existence of life on another planet,
political leaders, scientists, and ordinary
people around the world react in different
ways to the news, as astrophysicist Dr.
Jim Bludd makes a difficult decision.

On the Oceans of Eternity Penguin
Perfect for fans of Bernard Cornwell,
Steve Berry, Naomi Novik, and Harry
Turtledove, Alan Smale’s gripping
alternate history series imagines a
world in which the Roman Empire has
survived long enough to invade North
America in 1218. Now the stunning
story carries hero Gaius Marcellinus
deeper into the culture of an
extraordinary people—whose humanity,
bravery, love, and ingenuity forever
change his life and destiny. In A.D.
1218, Praetor Gaius Marcellinus is
ordered to conquer North America and
turning it into a Roman province. But
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outside the walls of the great city of
Cahokia, his legion is destroyed
outright; Marcellinus is the only one
spared. In the months and years that
follow, Marcellinus comes to see North
America as his home and the
Cahokians as his kin. He vows to
defend these proud people from any
threat, Roman or native. After
successfully repelling an invasion by
the fearsome Iroqua tribes,
Marcellinus realizes that a weak and
fractured North America won’t stand a
chance against the returning Roman
army. Worse, rival factions from within
threaten to tear Cahokia apart just
when it needs to be most united and
strong. Marcellinus is determined to
save the civilization that has come to
mean more to him than the empire he
once served. But to survive the
swords of Roma, he first must avert
another Iroqua attack and bring
Cahokia together. Only with the hearts
and souls of a nation at his back can
Marcellinus hope to know triumph.
Praise for Alan Smale and Eagle in
Exile “In Alan Smale, speculative
fiction has been dealt a winning hand.
Part historian, part anthropologist, part

scientist, Smale is a Renaissance man
with a storyteller’s gift for letting
tireless research inform the narrative
without overwhelming it. Smale
entertains, educates, and
enraptures.”—Myke Cole, author of
Javelin Rain “[Eagle in Exile] has the
pace and scope of a Michener or Uris
epic. . . . Smale’s action scenes slash
across page after page, intense and
bloody. . . . Grab your dagger and
sword, for the battle
continues.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred
review) “Warfare, political conflict,
family strife—these are all presented in
an epic scope where any decision or
wrong move can forever change
society.”—Tech Times “Thoroughly
believable . . . Marcellinus is a
complicated man, a hero we can all get
behind.”—Historical Novels Review

The Desert and the Blade Simon
and Schuster
In the tradition of Terry Brooks'
Landover series, Piers Anthony
Xanth books, and Terry Pratchett's
Discword novels, scientist and
blogger Dan Koboldt weaves
wonder, humor, and heart into his

debut novel, The Rogue Retrieval.
Sleight of hand…in another land
Stage magician Quinn Bradley has
one dream: to headline his own
show on the Vegas Strip. And with
talent scouts in the audience wowed
by his latest performance, he knows
he’s about to make the big-time.
What he doesn’t expect is an offer
to go on a quest to a place where
magic is all too real. That's how he
finds himself in Alissia, a world
connected to ours by a secret portal
owned by a powerful corporation.
He’s after an employee who has
gone rogue, and that’s the least of
his problems. Alissia has true
magicians…and the penalty for
impersonating one is death. In a
world where even a twelve-year-old
could beat Quinn in a swordfight,
it's only a matter of time until the
tricks up his sleeves run out.
Drakas! Penguin
In the final book of the blistering trilogy
The Hot War, old hatreds and new
chances for revenge are unleashed on an
already devastated world—as the Cold
War becomes a roaring inferno. In 1952
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American cities lie in ruins. President
Harry Truman, in office since 1945,
presides over a makeshift government in
Philadelphia, suffering his own personal
loss and fearing for the future of
democracy. In the wake of Hitler’s reign,
Germany and America have become allies,
and Stalin’s vise hold on power in the
USSR persists. Unwilling to trust the
Soviet tyrant, Truman launches a long-
planned nuclear strike on the city of
Omsk—killing Stalin and plunging the Red
Army into leaderless, destructive
anarchy. Meanwhile, the Baltic states
careen toward rebellion, and Poland is
seized by rebels bred on war. In a world
awash with victims turned victors,
refugees, and killers, has Truman struck a
blow for peace or fueled more chaos? As
these staggering events unfold, the lives
of men and women across battle lines,
ethnicities, and religions play out around
the globe. In Los Angeles, an extended
Jewish family builds a future, while the
foul smell of a refugee camp in Santa
Monica blows in on the ocean breeze. In
Korea, a U.S. fighter struggles to bring
his Korean interpreter stateside as a full
American. In Siberia, two German women
fight for their survival in a gulag—and
begin a strange, harrowing journey home.
From the terrifying global chess match
between superpowers to the strength of

individual human conscience, Armistice
captures a world that’s been split to its
core by the violence only mankind can
create. Through the thunder of battle, the
clashes of armies, and the whispers of
lovers, how humanity will be rebuilt, and
who will do it, are the questions that
resound in this marvelous work of
imagination and history. Praise for
Armistice “The story’s focus remains on
ordinary characters and how they cope
with their particular circumstances. . . .
Readers who savor the patient
accumulation of detail around each
scenario will by now be thoroughly
addicted.”—Kirkus Reviews “The series is
entertaining and explores life on the
razor’s edge.”—SFRevu
The Guns of the South HarperCollins
“Utterly engaging...a page-turner that is
certain to win the author legions of new
readers and fans.”—George R. R. Martin,
author of A Game of Thrones It's spring
on Nantucket and everything is perfectly
normal, until a sudden storm blankets the
entire island. When the weather clears,
the island's inhabitants find that they are
no longer in the late twentieth
century...but have been transported
instead to the Bronze Age! Now they
must learn to survive with suspicious,
warlike peoples they can barely
understand and deal with impending

disaster, in the shape of a would-be
conqueror from their own time.

The Protector's War Penguin
In the twenty-first century, Germany's
Third Reich continues to thrive after
its victory in World War II-keeping
most of Europe and North America
under its heel. But within the heart of
the Nazi regime, a secret lives. Under
a perfect Aryan facade, Jews survive-
living their lives, raising their families,
and fearing discovery...
The Change Baen
NATIONALLY BEST-SELLING
AUTHOR. A world where Custer
survives Little Bighorn and becomes
president goes seriously awry.
Following his unlikely but decisive
(and immensely popular) 1876 victory
over Sitting Bull and the Sioux at the
Little Big Horn, George Armstrong
Custer is propelled into the White
House in 1880. Two years later, he
finds himself bored and seeks new
worlds to conquer. He and his wife
Libbie fixate on Spain’s decaying
empire as his source for immortality.
What President Custer doesn’t quite
comprehend is that the U.S. military
isn’t up to such a venture. When a
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group of Americans on a ship headed
for Cuba is massacred, war becomes
inevitable—and unless calmer, patriotic
citizens and soldiers can find a way to
avoid debacle, this war may be
America's last stand!
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